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Talent Q&As and rare appearances,
plus a chance for you to catch the
latest film and TV before anyone else

IN PERSON & PREVIEWS

For exclusive TV previews in the BFI
& Radio Times TV Festival turn to p16

‘AN UNMISSABLE,
SENSATIONAL
STORY ABOUT
CHEATING ON
PRIMETIME TV’
MARCUS PRINCE,
TV PROGRAMMER
Quiz (p5)

Preview: Proxima + Q&A with director Alice Winocour and actor Eva Green
France-Germany 2019. Dir Alice Winocour. With Eva Green, Zélie Boulant, Matt Dillon, Sandra Hüller. 107min. Digital. EST. 12A.
Courtesy of Picturehouse Entertainment

Accomplished scientist and astronaut
Sarah Loreau (Green) has achieved her
ambition of being chosen for a year-long
mission to the International Space Station.
As she begins intense physical and

WED 1 APR
18:10 NFT1

book online at bfi.org.uk

mental training, she grapples with the
realities of what achieving her dream will
mean to her as a parent, and to her
seven-year-old daughter Stella.
Winocour’s space drama is exhilarating

and emotional, with a career-best
performance from Eva Green.
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less)

African Odysseys presents: UK Premiere: Marighella

ITV 2020. Dir Stephen Fears. With Matthew Macfadyen, Sian Clifford, Michael Sheen. 3x 48min,
TRT 215min (inc 20min interval)

Brazil 2019. Dir Wagner Moura. With Seu Jorge, Ana Paula Bouzas, Bella Camero, Herson Capri.
155min. Digital. EST. Cert tbc. Courtesy of Elle Driver

September 2001. Army Major Charles
Ingram, his wife Diana and supposed
coughing accomplice, Tecwen Whittock,
are accused of cheating on Who Wants to
Be a Millionaire? The evidence is
damning. The nation is gripped by the
sheer audacity of the plot to snatch the
£1,000,000 jackpot in front of a live studio
audience. But were they really guilty?

WED 8 APR
18:15 NFT1

It’s time for you to decide... Directed by
the renowned Stephen Frears, Quiz, a
new three-part drama, is written by
celebrated playwright James Graham.
Tickets £18, concs £15 (Members pay £2 less)
See p16 for the BFI & Radio Times TV Festival

Banned in its native Brazil, this drama
is a portrait about the revolutionary
African-Brazilian poet and politician
Carlos Marighella (compellingly played by
actor-singer Seu Jorge). In response to
the erosion of human rights following a
military coup in Brazil in 1964, Marighella
takes up arms to ‘fight the power’.

Co-produced by City of God director
Fernando Meirelles, the film has yet to be
seen in Brazil, where its premiere has
been indefinitely postponed.
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less)

IN PERSON & PREVIEWS

TV Preview: Quiz + Q&A with writer James Graham and cast TBA

SAT 11 APR
14:00 NFT1

@BFI
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IN PERSON & PREVIEWS

DOC
Preview: Recorder: The Marion Stokes Project
+ Q&A with director Matt Wolf

Preview: Love Sarah + Q&A with director Eliza Schroeder and
actor Celia Imrie

USA 2019, Dir Matt Wolf. 87min. Digital. Cert tbc. Courtesy of Violet Pictures

UK 2020. Dir Eliza Schroeder. With Grace Calder, Bill Paterson, Celia Imrie, Rupert Penry-Jones.
97min. Digital. Cert tbc. Courtesy of Parkland Entertainment

Marion Stokes secretly recorded
television 24 hours a day for 30 years
(starting with the 1979 Iranian hostage
crisis at the dawn of the 24-hour news
cycle), amassing 70,000 VHS tapes in
the process. Matt Wolf’s documentary
explores Stokes’ unrivalled collection of

THU 16 APR
18:15 NFT1

6

book online at bfi.org.uk

revolutions, wars, triumphs, catastrophes,
bloopers, talk shows and commercials,
and unveils the fascinating and complex
woman who dedicated her life to this
visionary and maddening project.
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less)

A young dancer’s life begins to unravel
after the tragic, sudden death of her
mother. To get things back on track she
impulsively decides to fulfil her mother’s
dream of opening a bakery in Notting Hill,
enlisting the help of her mother’s
best friend and her own eccentric,
estranged grandmother.

MON 20 APR
18:15 NFT1

Celia Imrie shines in this charming and
mouth-watering drama, the debut feature
of director Eliza Schroeder.
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less)

JOINT
TICKET

JOINT
TICKET

Mira Nair in Conversation

India-USA-Italy-Germany-France-UK 2001. Dir Mira Nair. With Naseeruddin Shah, Lillete Dubey,
Shefali Shah, Vijay Raaz. 114min. 35mm Hindi, English. 15

TRT 90min

Five interconnecting love stories are at
the heart of this modern classic. It follows
the tribulations of a middle-class Indian
family and their friends as they gather
together from all over the world to
celebrate an arranged Punjabi marriage.

FRI 24 APR
18:10 NFT1

Tradition and the modern world collide
as music, comedy and drama combine
in this delightful feast of a movie,
which premiered at Venice in 2001
and was awarded the Golden Lion.

Join us for this special event with
Academy Award-nominated director Mira
Nair, who’ll discuss the adaptation of her
film Monsoon Wedding for the stage
(opening this summer in the West End),

Joint ticket available with Mira Nair in
Conversation £18, concs £15
(Members pay £2 less)

her directing of TV series A Suitable Boy
for the BBC, and her experiences working
between two main languages in various
cultures and countries. Hosted by
Nasreen Munni Kabir, filmmaker and
author of many books on Hindi cinema.
For joint ticket offer see left

IN PERSON & PREVIEWS

Monsoon Wedding + intro by director Mira Nair

FRI 24 APR
20:45 NFT1

@BFI
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KERMODE LIVE IN 3D AT THE BFI

IN PERSON & PREVIEWS

Let’s talk about film...

Mark Kermode Live in 3D at the BFI
Join us as for a monthly conversation
between you (the audience) and one of
the nation’s favourite and most respected
film critics. Joined by surprise guests
from across the film industry, Kermode
explores, critiques and dissects current

MON 27 APR
18:30 NFT1

8

Preview: Saint Maud

TRT 90min

book online at bfi.org.uk

and upcoming releases, cinematic
treasures, industry news and
even some guilty pleasures.
Get involved @KermodeMovie #MK3D.
Tickets £20, concs £16
(Members pay £2 less)

UK 2019. Dir Rose Glass. With Morfydd Clark, Jennifer Ehle, Lily Knight. 84min. Digital.
Cert tbc. Courtesy of STUDIOCANAL

Maud, a devout and reclusive nurse,
believes that God has given her a special
mission when she’s assigned to look after
Amanda, a hedonistic and embittered
ex-dancer living in an eerie gothic house
on the coast. Rose Glass, who was
awarded the IWC Schaffhausen
Filmmaker Bursary Award in association

MON 27 APR
20:45 NFT1

with the BFI, and a Special Commendation
in the Best Film Competition at 2019’s
BFI London Film Festival, draws incredible
performances from Clark and Ehle to
create a genuinely frightening, nerveshredding psychological horror.
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less)

MEMBER EXCLUSIVES

These events are exclusive to BFI Members and their guests.
Make the most of your Membership benefits at bfi.org.uk/members

TRT 60min

Our popular discussion series for
Members and their guests returns this
month with a striking drama about a
young boy who becomes groomed and
recruited into a drug-selling network. Join
your fellow Members for a discussion of
this British debut based on real-life cases.
FILM: MON 27 APR
18:15 NFT3 (WITH HOH SUBTITLES)

Members can book a joint ticket to the
Salon and the screening on Mon 27 April for
themselves and their guests in advance for
just £6. Members who’ve watched the film on
another date are also welcome to attend the
free discussion and show their Membership
card to admit themselves and a guest on a
first-come, first-served basis.

Member Picks

Don’t miss your chance to see behind the
scenes at one of the largest movingimage collections in the world. See rarely
viewed film materials and find out from
our expert team how films are stored and
restored. The tour lasts roughly two hours
and will be followed by light refreshments.

For a chance to see one of your
favourite films on the big screen visit
bfi.org.uk/memberpicks

Champions and Members can apply for
up to two tickets (at £25 each) in the ballot
which runs until 12:00 midnight on Sun 8 Mar.
Enter at bfi.org.uk/members

‘It was a revelation and a delight
to learn about this institution’
Ornan Rotem, BFI Member

SALON: MON 27 APR
20:00 BLUE ROOM

All Member exclusive tickets are just £6 unless otherwise stated. Champions
and Members can book as soon as their priority booking opens and tickets
will be allocated on a first-come, first-served basis. Remaining tickets will be
released to the public, as a taster of the benefits of Membership, once public
booking opens.

Booksmart
USA 2019. Dir Olivia Wilde. With Kaitlyn Dever,
Beanie Feldstein, Jessica Williams. 102min.
Digital. 15

On the eve of their high school graduation,
two academic superstars realise they
should have worked less and played
more, so they set about cramming four
years of fun into one night. Olivia Wilde’s
refreshing take on teen comedy is a
hilarious and heart-warming celebration
of friendship, and those nights you’ll
never forget.
Audio description available

MEMBER EXCLUSIVES

Member Salon: County Lines

Archive Tour

‘It’s hilarious and just wonderful!
It’s such a great film in terms of
representation, and not clichéd at all’
Emilie Cunning, BFI Member
FRI 24 APR 10:30-13:30
BFI NATIONAL ARCHIVE, BERKHAMSTED

THU 2 APR
18:15 NFT3

Not a Member yet ? Join today at bfi.org.uk/join
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NEW RELEASES

The best new cinema for you to
enjoy, with plenty of screening
dates to choose from
(see pull-out calendar)

Rocks + Q&A*
UK 2019. Dir Sarah Gavron. With Bukky Bakray, Kosar Ali, D’angelou Osei Kissiedu, Shaneigha-Monik Greyson, Ruby Stokes.
93min. Digital. 12A. Courtesy of Altitude Film Entertainment

‘COUNTY LINES IS
A REAL DELIGHT;
A DEBUT FEATURE
BURSTING WITH
ORIGINALITY’

An outstanding coming-of-age film led by an impressive cast of young, non-professional actors
winning playwright Theresa Ikoko, Rocks
Shola ‘Rocks’ is a British-Nigerian
was developed through an extensive
Preview + Q&A Sat 4 Apr 14:45 NFT1*
teenager, growing up in East London
workshop process with director Sarah
Preview + Q&A Sat 4 Apr 17:45 NFT1*
surrounded by a band of fun and loyal
Preview tickets £15, concs £12
Gavron and the female actors, all
friends who enjoy dancing, mucking
(Members pay £2 less)
of whom were discovered through
about and Instagram. When she comes
casting sessions at schools. The result
home to find her mum gone and
See adjacent for a venue takeover
is a moving portrait of resilience and
a note asking Rocks to take care of
girlhood, and one of the most authentic
her seven-year-old brother, she realises
portrayals of contemporary, multi-cultural
life’s about to change. With a script
British youth.
crafted by Claire Wilson and awardKimberley Sheehan, Events Programmer

JULIE PEARCE, HEAD
OF DISTRIBUTION AND
PROGRAMME OPERATIONS
County Lines (p12)

OPENS FRI 10 APR

book online at bfi.org.uk

Rocks Preview Day + Venue Takeover
To celebrate the release of the uplifting
new film Rocks, BFI Southbank will be
hosting a vibrant venue takeover inspired
by the movie, the central character of
‘Rocks’ and her teen friends. Join us for
a day of talks, workshops, panels,
music and spoken-word performances,
make-up and nail-art pop-ups, and

giveaways – ahead of two preview
screenings of the film with cast and
crew in attendance.

NEW RELEASES

FREE

See left for previews and screenings of Rocks.
Foyer activities are free for all, panels and
workshops are free with a preview ticket
(preview tickets are £3 for under 25s).
Full details can be found at bfi.org.uk

SAT 4 APR
VENUE-WIDE, BFI SOUTHBANK
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County Lines + Q&A*
UK 2019. Dir Henry Blake. With Conrad Khan,
Ashley Madekwe, Harris Dickinson. 90min.
Digital. 15. A BFI release

NEW RELEASES

Writer-director Henry Blake’s debut
feature explores a disturbing criminal
practice currently receiving huge
news coverage
County Lines, which received its world
premiere at the 2019 BFI London Film
Festival, is an original and stylish drama
about a struggling mum (Madekwe) and
her 14-year-old son Tyler (a compelling
performance from newcomer Conrad
Khan), who’s groomed (by a chilling
Harris Dickinson) and recruited into a
lethal drug-selling network – a ‘county line’
that exploits vulnerable children and puts
them to work nationwide. Inspired by his
first-hand experience as a youth worker
in the UK, Blake’s authentic and sensitive
thriller has a huge heart, delivers a
respectful and optimistic message, and
boasts powerful performances all round.
Julie Pearce, Head of Distribution and
Programme Operations
Audio description available (all screenings)
Subtitles for the D/deaf or hard of
hearing available: Sun 19 Apr 15:30 NFT2,
Wed 22 Apr 18:40 NFT2,
Mon 27 Apr 18:15 NFT3

*Preview + Q&A with director
Henry Blake (plus cast TBA)
Tue 14 Apr 18:10 NFT1
Preview tickets £15, concs £12
(Members pay £2 less)
See p9 for a Member Salon

OPENS FRI 17 APR
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book online at bfi.org.uk

Les Misérables
France 2019. Dir Ladj Ly.
With Damien Bonnard, Alexis Manenti,
Djibril Zonga. 102min. Digital. EST.
Cert tbc. An Altitude release

Geoff Andrew, Programmer-at-large

NEW RELEASES

A prizewinning hit in Cannes, Ladj Ly’s
feature debut depicts mounting
tensions in Paris with passion and
insightful intelligence
A banlieue film in the gritty tradition of
La Haine (rereleased by the BFI next
month), Les Misérables follows Stéphane
(Bonnard), a cop new to Montfereil, as
he’s introduced to the suburb’s troubled
estates by Chris and Gwada, colleagues
whose regard for the law seems no
greater than that of many locals.
Conflict is constant, inevitable... To the
complex social dynamics of Montfereil,
where machismo rules and various
groups vie endlessly for power, Ly brings
a sharp documentarist’s eye; meanwhile,
he ratchets up the suspense with
enormous energy and expertise, edging
towards an outcome as explosive as
it is shocking.

OPENS FRI 24 APR

@BFI
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The Outlaw Josey Wales

RE-RELEASES

We’ve selected these key
classics (many newly restored)
for you to enjoy, with plenty of
screening dates to choose from
(see pull-out calendar)

USA 1976. Dir Clint Eastwood.
With Clint Eastwood, Chief Dan George,
Sondra Locke. 135min. Digital 4K. 18.
A Park Circus release

Josey Wales and his band of
outsiders find themselves in danger
in Eastwood’s stunning western
During the American Civil War Josey Wales,
a Missouri farmer, witnesses the murder
of his wife and child by pro-Unionists.
He joins the South in their fight, eventually
finding himself on the losing side. After a
bitter betrayal he becomes a wanted man,
and while the army and bounty hunters
search for him he teams up with a ragtag
group, including an old Cherokee man and
a woman travelling with her granddaughter.
With danger fast approaching, they’re
forced to fight back. Eastwood’s
revisionist revenge western is an intelligent,
thrilling adventure dealing with the toxic
effects of war (a clear reaction to events in
Vietnam), and it presents a positive
message of how people from all walks of
life can work together to do what’s best.

‘EASTWOOD
DIRECTS AND
STARS IN THIS
STUNNING,
REVISIONIST
REVENGE
WESTERN’

Justin Johnson, Lead Programmer
See p30 for our Clint Eastwood season
Also available on

Seniors’ matinee + intro Mon 6 Apr
14:00 NFT1

JUSTIN JOHNSON,
LEAD PROGRAMMER
The Outlaw Josey Wales
(adjacent)

OPENS FRI 3 APR

book online at bfi.org.uk

BACKED BY
THE BFI

ROCKS
Dir. Sarah Gavron

ROCKS
10 APRIL

Directed by acclaimed British filmmaker
Sarah Gavron and written by Theresa Ikoko
and Claire Wilson, Rocks is about the joy,
resilience and spirit of girlhood. We follow
teenager Rocks whose world is turned
upside down when she returns from school
to find her mum gone. Determined to stick
with her brother and avoid being taken into
care against all odds, Rocks leaves her
home and hides in pockets of East London.

IN SELECTED CINEMAS
ACROSS THE UK

#NationalLottery #BFIBacked

bfi.org.uk/filmfund

Carefully curated collections of
film and TV, which showcase an
influential genre, theme or talent

SEASONS

17-19 APRIL

From 17-19 April the UK’s largest and most prestigious TV festival
returns to BFI Southbank, writes Stuart Brown, Head of
Programme and Acquisitions. Join the BFI and Radio Times for
a vibrant celebration of all things television, featuring the creative
talents behind the most talked-about and hotly anticipated shows
Photo: Steve Schofield/Fudge park

With heavy-hitters Disney+ and Apple TV joining an already
competitive global TV market, storytelling on the small screen is set
to become even more staggering in its range, depth and quality.
The past year has been stellar for British talent in front of and behind
the camera, with our shows winning major awards and setting the
agenda across drama, comedy and current affairs – success that
we’ll be celebrating at the festival with panel discussions and special
previews, alongside rarities from the BFI National Archive, which
houses the largest collection of British TV in the world. What follows
is just a selection of highlights from the programme, so please
check our website for further announcements.

BBC 2020. Dirs Iain Morris, Damon Beesley. With Shaquille Ali-Yebuah, Jack McMullen,
Jake Short, Will Arnett. Eps 1&2 (2x 30min), TRT 90min

FOR FULL DETAILS INCLUDING TIMINGS AND EVENT PRICES,
VISIT BFI.ORG.UK/TVFEST
WANT MORE?

Created, written and directed by Iain Morris
and Damon Beesley, the award-winning
duo behind The Inbetweeners, The First
Team follows the misadventures of
three young football players as they find
themselves struggling with their mercurial

Italian manager, the team’s eccentric
American chairman (Arnett), and an
ineffectual coach. Make sure you’re
on the starting team to see what
promises to be a massive comedy hit.

See p5 for a TV preview of Quiz, and see p55 for
our free Mediatheque

Image: World on Fire
Mammoth Screen/BBC/Gareth Gatrell

FRI 17 APR

@BFI @RadioTimes #TVFest

BFI & RADIO TIMES TV FESTIVAL

TV Preview: The First Team
+ Q&A with co-writer and director Iain Morris and actors Shaquille
Ali-Yebuah, Jack McMullen and Jake Short

17

TRT 75min

Since the early 1970s, Mary Berry has
been championing cooking on TV,
and 50 years on she remains the queen
of the kitchen. As a judge on The Great
British Bake Off she put home-baking
back on the menu and won a whole new
generation of fans. Following recent hits
such as Mary Berry’s Quick Cooking and
Best Home Cook, we salute the nation’s
favourite star baker, and consider the key
ingredients of her enduring appeal.

FRI 17 APR

book online at bfi.org.uk

Hollyoaks’ 25th Anniversary: How to Start a Conversation in the
Living Room. Discussion and Q&A with actors Gary Lucy, Talia Grant
and Rashi Nair
TRT 60min

For 25 years Hollyoaks has been at the
cutting edge; breaking hard-hitting
stories that matter and bravely tackling
taboos that affect young people’s lives.
From casting the first regular female cast
member in a continuing drama with
autism, to carefully presenting major
storylines on male rape and far-right
radicalisation, Hollyoaks has made it its
mission to start conversations on big
issues between young people and their
families as they tune in every night.
FRI 17 APR

Join executive producer Bryan Kirkwood
and cast members Gary Lucy, Talia Grant
and Rishi Nair as we celebrate Channel
4’s trailblazing soap opera as it marks a
very special milestone.

Photo: Joupin Ghamsari

Gary Lucy. Image: Lime Pictures

Photo: Nicky Johnston

BFI & RADIO TIMES TV FESTIVAL
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Radio Times Hall of Fame:
Mary Berry

Talent Spotlight: Nicola Coughlan
Discussion and Q&A
TRT 60min

Nicola Coughlan shot to fame as one of
the most loved and discussed characters
in Channel 4’s comedy series Derry Girls.
After the success of The Prime of Miss
Jean Brodie at the Donmar Warehouse,
she now joins the cast of producer
Shonda Rhimes’ new period drama
Bridgerton for Netflix. Legions of fans also
adore Coughlan for the various causes
she champions online with such passion
and humour. Join us to hear about her
meteoric rise to fame, Derry Girls, and
starring alongside Dame Julie Andrews!

The BFI has partnered with the Pilot Light
Festival in Manchester to provide a similar
session in May. Search ‘Pilot Light Festival’
for details

FRI 17 APR

TRT 60min

FRI 17 APR

The Mash Report: Discussion
and Q&A with Nish Kumar,
Michael Spicer, Rachel Parris and
Desiree Burch
TRT 60min

As Trump tweets and Boris blusters,
we ask ‘Is the world now beyond satire?’
Assisted by our favourite satirical team
from BBC2’s The Mash Report, Nish
Kumar will look back at some of the
most bizarre and incredible moments
from the hit TV series, as well as look
forward to what might surprise and
annoy us in 2020.

SAT 18 APR

Photo: Ray Burmiston

From the Archive: Prince + intro
TRT 70min

Following last year’s David Bowie
extravaganza, we present another
bespoke compilation of highlights
from the archive – this time looking
at the brilliant writer-performer Prince.
Although a gifted songwriter, and
renowned for many memorable pop
videos, it was in live performance that
Prince excelled, and some terrific
footage of the dynamic artist performing
dazzling concert routines will feature
heavily in the mix.

SAT 18 APR

Radio Times Hall of Fame:
Russell T Davies
TRT 90min

Writer Russell T Davies’ career has been
diverse, ambitious and heartfelt. He broke
taboos in Queer as Folk, rejuvenated
Doctor Who for a new generation, gave
a darkly humorous spin to a political crisis
in A Very English Scandal, and presented
a frighteningly plausible dystopian vision
with Years and Years. Join the master
storyteller as he sits down with Radio
Times TV editor Alison Graham to
celebrate his life in television to date,
and discuss his next project, The Boys –
a 1980s-set drama for Channel 4.

SAT 18 APR

@BFI @RadioTimes #TVFest

BFI & RADIO TIMES TV FESTIVAL

Mo Gilligan’s sketches regularly go viral,
and are endorsed by some of the most
famous names in music, such as Drake
and Stormzy. Recently named ‘The
Funniest Man in Britain’ by The Times,
Gilligan now has his own successful show
on Channel 4, attracting celebrities such
as Steve Coogan, Tyson Fury, Lee Mack,
David Schwimmer, Jada Pinkett Smith
and Anderson Paak. Audiences love his
high-octane mix of free-wheeling comedy,
sketches, music, guests and audience
interaction, and there have been many
memorable moments – a few of which
Gilligan will screen and discuss in this
special event.

Photo: Brian J Ritchie

Photo: Yoshitaka Kono

The Lateish Show with Mo Gilligan:
Discussion and Q&A with
Mo Gilligan

19

BFI & RADIO TIMES TV FESTIVAL
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Writer Nigel Kneale’s prescient satire is
set in a future where an elite ruling class
use the media to keep the underclasses
docile by feeding their addiction to lurid
but vacuous TV shows and graphic
pornography. But a new programme,
spying on real people in a dangerous
environment, starts to awaken the
sleeping populace... Don’t miss this rare
opportunity to catch this sci-fi classic on
the big screen.
The Year of the Sex Olympics will be released
by BFI DVD on Mon 20 Apr

SAT 18 APR

book online at bfi.org.uk

Last Tango in Halifax: Discussion
and Q&A with actor Anne Reid,
writer Sally Wainwright and
exec producer Faith Penhale
TRT 60min

With a new series of Last Tango in Halifax
coming soon to BBC1, writer Sally
Wainwright, executive producer Faith
Penhale and star Anne Reid will join
us to reveal all about the making of the
Bafta-winning hit that’s been hailed
by viewers and critics alike as the
warmest and most life-affirming drama
on television.

SAT 18 APR

Beyond Belief: Discussion and Q&A
with Dynamo

Photo: Don Smith

Theatre 625. BBC 1968. Dir Michael Elliott.
With Leonard Rossiter, Brian Cox,
Suzanne Neve, Tony Vogel. TRT 120min
(screening in black and white)

Photo: Richard Grassie

Photo: Matt Squire/BBC

The Year of the Sex Olympics
+ extended intro

TRT 60min

Award-winning magician Dynamo
discusses his return after a careerthreatening illness and his new show,
Beyond Belief, which promises to change
magic on TV. Taking viewers on a journey
across the globe, the show tells the story
of Dynamo’s incredible comeback after a
chronic condition rendered him unable to
perform. The narrative-led trilogy gives us
a peek behind the curtain as Dynamo’s
experiences lead to unbelievable
moments of magic and a whole new
approach to the genre. Hear how
Dynamo has redefined magic for the
millennial generation, illustrated with clips
from the new show.

SAT 18 APR

From the Archive: The Goodies
at 50! Discussion and Q&A with
Tim Brooke-Taylor, Bill Oddie and
Graeme Garden
TRT 60min

Fifty years ago, three comedy talents –
Tim Brooke-Taylor, Graeme Garden and
Bill Oddie – came together to unleash a
wave of mayhem in The Goodies, a
fast-paced mélange of surreal ideas,
slapstick and film trickery that resulted in
a colourful ‘live-action cartoon’ that
became a much-loved viewer favourite.
We’re pleased to welcome Brooke-Taylor,
Garden and Oddie to the BFI stage to
celebrate this golden anniversary.
SUN 19 APR

Photo: Don Smith

The Sound of TV: Discussion
and Q&A with Neil Brand and
composer David Arnold
TRT 60min
Image: BBC-Sister Pictures

TRT 60min

The critics and public alike were united in
their praise for this gripping and original
series written by BAFTA nominee Joe
Barton (Humans) and directed by BAFTA
winner and Emmy nominee Julian Farino
(Entourage, Marvellous). Giri/Haji is an
intricate and soulful thriller that explores
the butterfly effect of one murder across
two cities and multiple timeframes.

DATE TBC

The eight-part bilingual drama moved
effortlessly between the twilight worlds of
Tokyo’s Yakuza warlords and London’s
criminal gangs, and built to a thrilling
climax as the consequences of
everyone’s actions began to close in.
Relive some of the drama’s magic,
and hear from its creators and stars
how this remarkable series was made.

SUN 19 APR

From the Archive:
Remembering Dave Allen
TRT 60min

The Irish comedian Dave Allen – known
for his comic but telling observations on
religion – delivered many classy comedy
series that offered a unique mix of
sit-down stand-up and brilliant sketches.
He also made a number of fascinating
documentaries looking at the peculiarities
of the human race. Join our host as we
journey through a compilation of clips
from Allen’s entertaining and varied
TV career.

SUN 19 APR

@BFI @RadioTimes #TVFest

BFI & RADIO TIMES TV FESTIVAL

Giri/Haji: Discussion and Q&A with creator and writer Joe Barton,
director Julian Farino and cast TBA

After his brilliant deconstruction of film
music and film musicals, Neil Brand now
turns his attention to the small screen
for an upcoming BBC series entitled
The Sound of TV. In this sneak preview,
Brand will present a ‘first look’ at some
of the footage, chat on stage to David
Arnold, composer for shows such as
Sherlock and Dracula, and then take
your questions.
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Photo: Colin Hutton/BBC
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Us: Discussion and Q&A with writer David Nicholls, actor Tom Hollander
and executive producer Greg Brenman
TRT 60min

Humour and heartbreak play out in
BBC1’s new four-part drama Us, adapted
by David Nicholls from his bestselling
novel. Connie (Saskia Reeves) blindsides
her husband Douglas (Tom Hollander)
when she tells him she’s not sure they
have a future together – will a grand tour
of Europe heal the family’s wounds?

SUN 19 APR

book online at bfi.org.uk

Ahead of its broadcast later this year,
we take a first look at scenes from the
drama, and hear from some of the
talented team behind the show.

TV Preview: After Life + Q&A with Ricky Gervais
Netflix 2020. Dir Ricky Gervais. With Ricky Gervais, Tom Basden, Tony Way, Roisin Conaty,
Mandeep Dhillon. Season 2, eps 1&2 (2x 30min) TRT 105min

The BAFTA, Golden Globe and Emmy
Award-winning Ricky Gervais returns
for a second run of his global hit
After Life, launching on Netflix in April.
The series follows Tony, a writer for the
local newspaper whose life is upended
after his wife dies from cancer.
Still struggling with immense grief,
Tony is trying his hardest to become
a better friend to those around him.

SUN 19 APR

Be among the first to see the opening
two episodes of the new series of this
critically-acclaimed, thoughtful and
poignant comedy-drama, before a live
discussion with creator, director and
star of the series, Ricky Gervais.

Photo: Mammoth Screen-BBC-Ben Blackhall

Photo: Stephen Perry/Wall to Wall

Who Do You Think You Are?
Discussion and Q&A with
Sophie Raworth + creatives
TRT 60min

We’re all fascinated by our ancestors and
where we came from – as the huge and
continuing popularity of this show, from
BBC-Wall to Wall, proves. As the series
prepares to enter its 17th run, we invite
newsreader Sophie Raworth to discuss
the process of taking part and the
amazing impact of the journey it takes
you on. Discover the behind-the-scenes
research that goes into each programme
with the show’s producers, and the huge
emotional effect it has on those who
feature in the series.

SUN 19 APR

World on Fire: Discussion and
Q&A with actor Julia Brown,
writer Peter Bowker and designer
Paul Spriggs
TRT 60min

The intertwining stories of ordinary people
caught up in WWII were told to great
acclaim in the 2019 drama series World
on Fire, from BBC and Mammoth Screen.
Actor Julia Brown, who starred as factory
worker and singer Lois Bennett, joins
writer Peter Bowker and designer
Paul Spriggs to discuss the creation
of this powerful, epic series and offer
behind-the-scenes insights into the
challenges of recreating war-torn Europe.
SUN 19 APR

MORE EVENTS WILL
BE ANNOUNCED SOON
This is just a taster of the
range of exciting events at the
BFI & Radio Times Television
Festival. Go to bfi.org.uk/tvfest
to see the full festival line up
and keep up to date with other
festival announcements.

‘SEE THE LOVE SHINE IN THROUGH MY
CRACKS? SEE THE LIGHT SHINE OUT
THROUGH ME? I AM BROKEN, I AM OPEN,
I AM BROKEN OPEN’
PARIAH

We explore female desire in the cinema, from matinee idols to sex
on screen, writes season programmer Christina Newland
‘Thirst’ is a buzzword these days: in this context, to be thirsty means
to desperately desire someone. In conjunction with the release of
anthology She Found It at the Movies: Women Writers on Sex,
Desire and Cinema (edited by Christina Newland), we present
a season of films looking at what it means to be a ‘thirsty’ woman,
exploring the under-discussed desires of female audience members
and their onscreen counterparts. We aim to encourage discussion
about the female viewers’ relationship with moviegoing – whether it
be formative teen crushes on movie stars, or ideas that cinema gave
us about what sex should be. From queer coming-of-age stories
to documentaries about male strippers, Thirst attempts to flip the
switch on a century of cinema’s male gaze, and find space for
women’s sexual expression in film.

WANT MORE?
See p54 for a library discussion with Laura
Mulvey, and p46 for a screening of
Forbidden Paradise
Aged 16-25? Book £3 tickets in advance to any
screening in the season (excluding events).
Sign up for free at bfi.org.uk/25-and-under

TALK

In The Cut

TALK

TALK

The Hot Take: Is There Such a Thing
as Ethical Thirst?

Still Thirsty? A Conversation Series

Diary of a Teenage Girl

TRT 50min

TRT 90min

TRT 120min

To celebrate the book launch of
She Found It at the Movies: Women
Writers on Sex, Desire and Cinema
(available to purchase in the BFI Shop),
edited by Thirst season programmer
Christina Newland, we welcome
Newland for a season introduction
and a discussion with book contributors
on key themes around sexual desire
on screen. Join us in the Blue Room
afterwards to continue the celebration.

What does it mean to desire a ‘problematic’
man from the big screen? How do we
reconcile our feminist beliefs with the
often-knotty issue of desire? Are the
traditional optics of screen masculinity
or femininity contrary to progressive
gender or sexual politics? This Hot Take
session will feature a series of engaging
responses from guest speakers, and
discussions with you, the audience.

Join us in the Blue Room for a series
of audience-focused conversations
throughout our Thirst season. Our guest
hosts will facilitate these post-screening
conversations by providing a series of
guided questions and provocations.

USA 2015 Dir Marielle Heller. With Bel Powley,
Kristen Wiig, Alexander Skarsgård. 102min.
Digital. 18

Tickets £6.50

Tickets £6.50

In the Cut conversation, hosted by film
critic Simran Hans.
TUE 7 APR 20:15

Bound conversation, hosted by
producer-director Catherine Bray.

In Marielle Heller’s debut, she tells the
audacious story of Minnie (Powley),
a teen girl growing up in San Francisco
at the tail end of the 1970s. Minnie feels
a growing attraction to her mother’s
dirtbag boyfriend and an inappropriate
affair begins between the two. The result
is a pithy, funny film that’s honest about
teen sex-drive in a way that’s usually
reserved for boys.

THIRST

Season Introduction and
Book Launch

Also available on

TUE 14 APR 20:30

The Way We Were conversation,
hosted by season programmer
Christina Newland.
TUE 21 APR 20:30

Pariah conversation, hosted by film writer
and programmer Grace Barber-Plentie.

WED 1 APR
18:20 NFT3

WED 22 APR
18:30 BLUE ROOM

TUE 28 APR 20:30
Free to ticket holders of the respective films,
otherwise £5 (tickets must be booked
in advance due to capacity)

THU 2 APR
18:10 NFT2

MON 20 APR
20:30 NFT2

@BFI
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Bound + intro by Willow Catelyn
Maclay, writer and film critic
MUBI Notebook (via Skype)*

Magic Mike XXL
USA 2015. Dir Gregory Jacobs.
With Channing Tatum, Joe Manganiello,
Matt Bomer, Kevin Nash. 115min. Digital. 15

THIRST

USA 1996. Dirs Lilly and Lana Wachowski.
With Jennifer Tilly, Gina Gershon,
Joe Pantoliano. 108min. 35mm 18

The Wachowskis’ debut feature stars
Jennifer Tilly as Violet, a gangster’s moll to
Joe Pantoliano’s Caesar. Their dysfunctional
dynamic is interrupted by lesbian ex-con
Corky (Gershon), whose seduction of
Violet comes with a plan to steal money
from the mob. This violent neo-noir puts
a rare focus on two women who not
only unapologetically enjoy sex, but enjoy
it with each other.
See p25 for a post-screening conversation

SAT 4 APR
20:30 NFT2
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TUE 14 APR
18:15 NFT3*

book online at bfi.org.uk

Dirty Dancing
USA 1987 Dir. Emile Ardolino. With Jennifer Grey, Patrick Swayze, Cynthia Rhodes, Jerry Orbach.
96min. Digital. 12A

A cultural phenomenon, Dirty Dancing
made Patrick Swayze a sex symbol and a
sensual focus for the female gaze. As the
camera ogles his graceful physicality, the
story itself offers a counter-narrative to
traditional ideas about women and sex,
including its pro-choice messaging.

FRI 3 APR
20:50 NFT2

WED 22 APR
20:40 NFT2

Jennifer Grey’s Baby is a plucky, desirous
feminist hero who offers ‘everywoman’
identification for her audience.

Offering a diverse, open-minded, and
sex-positive portrayal of a group of male
strippers on their way to one last stripping
convention, Magic Mike XXL is a film
where the destination is much less
important than the larks along the way.
The film celebrates tender male friendship
as much as it does the hunks who get
satisfaction from giving women pleasure.

MON 30 MAR WED 15 APR SUN 26 APR
18:10 NFT2
20:30 NFT2
18:00 NFT3

DOC

Germany 1931. Dirs Leontine Sagan, Carl Froelich. With Hertha Thiele, Dorothea Wieck,
Emilia Unda. 83min. Digital. EST. PG

Directed by the remarkable proto-feminist
director Leontine Sagan, Mädchen in
Uniform might be ground zero for lesbian
films. With its all-female cast and first
depiction of a lesbian kiss, the film was
later banned by the Nazis for ‘decadence’.

SUN 5 APR
17:20 NFT2

SUN 12 APR
14:10 NFT2

Even with age, it’s still a remarkable
and radical document, setting a
forbidden student-teacher love against
the suggestive backdrop of a girls’
boarding school.

This One’s for the Ladies

USA 1933. Dir Ernst Lubitsch.
With Miriam Hopkins, Fredric March,
Gary Cooper, Edward Everett Horton.
91min. 35mm PG

USA 2018. Dir Gene Graham. 82min. Digital. 18

In the loose and wild days of early 1930s
Hollywood, before enforcement of the
Hays censorship code, Ernst Lubitsch’s
sophisticated romantic comedies were
progressive and sexually frank. Few were
as daring as Design for Living, starring
Miriam Hopkins as an artist who rejects
monogamy for a ménage-à-trois with two
distinctly handsome men, played by Gary
Cooper and Fredric March.

TUE 31 MAR
18:20 NFT1

FRI 10 APR
14:30 NFT3

THU 30 APR
18:30 NFT1

This One’s for The Ladies is a feel-good,
risqué documentary following a crew of
male strippers and their adoring female
audiences, highlighting a sense of love
and community within the exotic dancing
scene. With names like ‘Double Trouble’
and ‘Poundcake’, these black men – and
one woman – entice and give pleasure to
their audiences in a feedback loop of fun,
while dispersing stereotypes about black
masculinity and female sexuality all
at once.

MON 6 APR
18:15 NFT2

THIRST

Mädchen in Uniform Maidens in Uniform

Design for Living

SAT 25 APR
20:45 NFT3
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In the Cut + intro by film critic
Simran Hans*

THIRST

UK-Australia-USA 2003. Dir Jane Campion.
With Meg Ryan, Mark Ruffalo, Jennifer Jason
Leigh, Kevin Bacon. 119min. 35mm 18

Preview: Instinct + Q&A with director Halina Reijn
The Netherlands 2019. Dir Halina Reijn. With Carice van Houten, Marwan Kenzari,
Marie-Mae van Zuilen. 98min. Digital. EST. Cert tbc. Courtesy of Films Boutique

In actor Halina Reijn’s debut feature,
an experienced criminal psychologist
working in a secure unit for sex offenders
finds herself suddenly and intensely
infatuated with one of her patients,
a violent rapist.

Touching on the uncomfortable line
between consent, danger and
animalistic desire, Instinct is a provocative
and debate-inspiring exploration of
a woman’s lust at its most extreme.
See p5 for more previews

The Way We Were + intro by season
programmer Christina Newland*
USA 1973. Dir Sydney Pollack. With Robert
Redford, Barbra Streisand, James Woods,
Bradford Dillman. 118min. Digital 4K. PG

Sydney Pollack’s romantic melodrama
stars Barbra Streisand as a bookish lefty
and Robert Redford as a golden-haired
jock – their challenging love affair set
against the Red Scare in Hollywood.
The Way We Were is a perfectly-cast,
heartbreaking film about female yearning,
and the attendant difficulties associated
with it, using the cumulative powers of
movie-star chemistry to woo the audience.

Meg Ryan sheds her ‘good girl’ persona
in Jane Campion’s boldly sensual
adaptation of Susanna Moore’s 1995
novel. Caught up in the investigation of a
series of grisly murders in her New York
City neighbourhood, Frannie (Ryan) falls
hard for Malloy (Ruffalo), a homicide
detective and homme fatale. Steamy,
anxious, and deeply misunderstood, the
film stands apart from the lewd camp that
characterises the erotic thriller genre.
Also available on
See p25 for a post-screening conversation

See p25 for a post-screening conversation
THU 23 APR
20:30 NFT3
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MON 30 MAR WED 1 APR TUE 21 APR
20:35 NFT2
14:30 STUDIO 18:10 NFT2*

TUE 7 APR
17:50 NFT3*

MON 13 APR
20:00 NFT3

Norway 2011. Dir Jannicke Systad Jacobsen.
With Helene Bergsholm, Malin Bjørhovde,
Beate Støfring, Matias Myren. 76min.
Digital. EST. 15

USA 2011. Dir Dee Rees. With Adepero Oduye, Kim Wayans, Aasha Davis, Pernell Walker.
86min. Digital. 18

Made by Mudbound director Dee Rees,
Pariah tells the story of a young black
woman coming to terms with her lesbian
identity, and fearing her parents’ reaction.
Highlighting both the sensual pleasures
and emotional pain of the protagonist’s

sexual awakening, Pariah is as lyrical
as it is sexually assertive as it moves from
New York lesbian bars to a sterile dinner
table in the family home.
See p25 for a post-screening conversation

This lean comedy is a coming-of-age tale
about Alma (Bergsholm), a horny teenage
girl experimenting with her sexuality in
her small Norwegian town. After calling
a sex hotline, stealing porn, and having
a strange run-in with a penis-wielding
classmate, she is ostracised both at home
and at school, but refuses to soften or
disguise her lustfulness.

BFI Quiz: Thirst!
TRT 120min

How well do you know your matinee idols
and your dreamboats, your heartthrobs
and your head-turners? From Valentino to
Chalamet, Monroe to Zendaya, celebrate
over 100 years of screen crushes with an
evening of cinematic sexiness and fun,
in the ultimate thirsty quiz co-hosted by
season programmer Christina Newland.

THIRST

Pariah + intro by film writer and programmer Grace Barber-Plentie*

Diary of a Teenage Girl

Turn Me On, Dammit!
Få meg på, for faen!

Tickets £5 (no concessions)
Teams of 6 people maximum

THU 2 APR
20:50 STUDIO

TUE 7 APR
20:50 NFT2

TUE 28 APR
18:35 NFT3*

WED 8 APR
20:50 NFT2

MON 13 APR
17:40 NFT2

FRI 24 APR
19:30 BLUE ROOM

@BFI
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‘A LIFETIME IN MOVIES IS THE SAME
AS A LIFETIME IN ANY PROFESSION:
YOU ARE CONSTANTLY A STUDENT’
CLINT EASTWOOD

At 90, Clint Eastwood shows no sign of walking away from the
controversial roles that made his acting career, writes season
programmer Justin Johnson
With a huge body of work as an actor and director, Clint Eastwood
turns 90 in May and we mark the occasion with this bijou season
featuring some iconic yet sometimes morally ambiguous roles.
Whether it be a ‘dirty’ cop who challenges how far a democratic
society should go to protect itself, a bounty hunter who uses the
ruthless methods of the criminals he hunts against them, or a war
veteran who finds himself either caught up in a gang war or working
for a drugs cartel, Eastwood is able to hold his own as an anti-hero.
Having learned his directing craft from being on set with some of the
very best, Eastwood creates films that are always challenging,
powerful and traditionally accomplished pictures.

WANT MORE?
See p14 for screenings of The Outlaw Josey
Wales, p36 for Big Screen Classics, and p54 for
a special collection in the BFI Reuben Library

TALK

JOINT
TICKET

JOINT
TICKET

JOINT
TICKET

Dirty Harry

Magnum Force

The Enforcer

TRT 90min

USA 1971. Dir Don Siegel. With Clint Eastwood,
Andrew Robinson, Harry Guardino. 102min.
Digital. 15

USA 1973. Dir Ted Post. With Clint Eastwood,
Hal Holbrook, David Soul, Mitchell Ryan.
124min. 35mm 18

An unorthodox police officer chases a
ruthless serial killer across San Francisco
in a violent 1970s cat-and-mouse thriller.
Inspector Harry Callahan proved to be a
controversial and iconic role for
Eastwood; a cynical cop who ignores
authority and endangers victims in order
to get results. Don Siegel was Eastwood’s
choice for director and he adds a flair and
vision that sets it apart from the four
further Harry films.

Harry’s back – and this time he finds
himself in the unlikely role of trying to root
out a group of vigilante cops who are
dispensing ‘justice’ where the system
appears to be failing. Despite his own
particular brand of policing, Harry finds
himself taking the law into his own hands
when he tries to end their reign. While the
film’s mixed messages continued to
cause controversy, it overtook the original
film in terms of box office.

USA 1976. Dir James Fargo.
With Clint Eastwood, Harry Guardino,
Tyne Daly, John Mitchum. 96min.
35mm 18

In a richly illustrated group of
presentations, film scholars Lucy Bolton,
Hannah Hamad and Julie Lobalzo Wright
will examine Clint Eastwood’s star
persona. Join us for an insightful
discussion on how physicality influenced
his image, his particular brand of
masculinity, and his complex relationship
to female characters throughout different
phases of his career.
Tickets £6.50

Also available on
Joint ticket available for Dirty Harry, Magnum
Force and The Enforcer £24, concs £18
(Members pay £3 less)

TUE 31 MAR
18:15 NFT3

MON 30 MAR SUN 12 APR
20:50 NFT3
14:30 NFT1

THU 30 APR
18:20 NFT3

THU 2 APR
20:35 NFT3

SUN 12 APR
17:15 NFT1

Dirty Harry’s third outing finds the
anti-hero cop pitted against a terrorist
group who have stolen a quantity of
arms, including rockets and rifles, and
are involved in kidnapping and other
heinous acts. Harry is forced to face up
to the changing times and his outdated
views when he’s assigned a female
partner (Daly in this pre-Cagney & Lacey
role), who proves to be a more than
capable officer.

SAT 4 APR
18:10 NFT2

CLINT EASTWOOD

Clint Eastwood: Loner, Lover, Star

SUN 12 APR
20:15 NFT1

@BFI
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CLINT EASTWOOD

JOINT
TICKET

JOINT
TICKET

JOINT
TICKET

A Fistful of Dollars
Per un pugno di dollari

For a Few Dollars More
Per qualche dollari in più

The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
Il buono, il brutto, il cattivo

Italy-Spain-West Germany 1964.
Dir Sergio Leone. With Clint Eastwood,
Gian Maria Volontè, Marianne Koch.
100min. Digital 4K. 15

Italy-Spain-West Germany 1965.
Dir Sergio Leone. With Clint Eastwood,
Lee Van Cleef, Gian Maria Volontè.
132min. Digital 4K. 15

Italy-Spain-West Germany 1966.
Dir Sergio Leone. With Clint Eastwood,
Lee Van Cleef, Eli Wallach, Rada Rassimov.
180min. Digital 4K. 15

The first part of Leone’s Dollars trilogy
introduces Clint Eastwood’s nameless
anti-hero and Leone’s iconic musical
collaboration with Ennio Morricone.
Made on a small budget, and based on
Kurosawa’s Yojimbo, the story centres
on a small town at the centre of a fight
for control between two warring families.
A stranger arrives and manipulates the
feud to his own advantage, resulting in a
high body count and some great cinema.

With double the budget of A Fistful of
Dollars, Leone cast Van Cleef and
Eastwood as a couple of smart but
ruthless bounty hunters closing in on
a vicious gang and their truly horrible
leader El Indio (Volontè). The plot –
involving a heist, a musical pocket
watch and a serving of cold revenge –
is perfectly executed by Leone and
the picture, like its predecessor,
was a huge box-office hit.

In his final film with Leone, Eastwood
plays The Man with No Name (or
‘Blondie’). Amid the turbulence of the
American Civil War, Blondie – along with
two other, equally dangerous and
resourceful men – is after a stash of stolen
confederate gold. Ironically, Leone and
Eastwood produced some of their finest
work during a period of deteriorating
relations, and the resulting film is surely
one of the greatest westerns ever made.

Pale Rider
USA 1985. Dir Clint Eastwood.
With Clint Eastwood, Michael Moriarty,
Carrie Snodgress, Chris Penn. 115min.
35mm 15

Eastwood’s stylish western focuses
on an enigmatic stranger known as the
Preacher, who’s contracted by a small
mining town to protect them from a
vicious group who work for a local
landowner. With a dog-collar round his
neck and a gun in his hand, the Preacher
makes his presence felt in this homage
to Shane and other 50s classics.

*Relaxed screening (see p43)
Joint ticket available for A Fistful of Dollars,
For a Few Dollars More and The Good,
the Bad and the Ugly £24, concs £18
(Members pay £3 less)
MON 30 MAR* TUE 31 MAR FRI 3 APR
18:15 STUDIO 20:40 STUDIO 18:15 NFT3
SUN 5 APR
13:50 NFT3
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SAT 25 APR
13:50 NFT1

book online at bfi.org.uk

MON 30 MAR SUN 5 APR
18:05 NFT3
16:00 NFT3

SAT 25 APR
16:15 NFT1

THU 2 APR
14:00 NFT3

SUN 5 APR
19:00 NFT3

SAT 25 APR
19:30 NFT1

MON 13 APR SUN 26 APR
14:35 NFT3
17:50 NFT1

USA 1992. Dir Clint Eastwood. With Clint Eastwood, Gene Hackman, Morgan Freeman,
Richard Harris. 131min. Digital 4K. 15

A retired outlaw (Eastwood) who’s repented
his past sins is persuaded to do one last
job when a terrible crime goes unpunished.
He and another bounty hunter (Freeman)
find themselves at odds with a local
sheriff (Hackman) when the locals put
a bounty on the criminals in question.

WED 1 APR
20:30 NFT3

SAT 11 APR
18:00 NFT1

MON 20 APR
18:10 NFT3

Eastwood dedicated this multi Oscar®winner to the directors Sergio Leone
and Don Siegel, both of whom played
an important role in his career.
Also available on

Tightrope

USA 1979. Dir Don Siegel. With Clint Eastwood,
Patrick McGoohan, Fred Ward, Roberts
Blossom. 112min. Digital 4K. 15

USA 1984. Dir Richard Tuggle.
With Clint Eastwood, Geneviève Bujold,
Dan Hedaya, Alison Eastwood. 114min.
35mm 15

Eastwood plays Frank Morris, an inmate
with a history of absconding who has
been transferred to the maximum-security
facility at Alcatraz, where he makes
alliances and enemies in equal measure.
Despite nobody having successfully
escaped before, Morris sets about
planning a way out of the legendarily
harsh penitentiary in this story based on
true events. The film marked Eastwood’s
final collaboration with Siegel.

WED 1 APR TUE 7 APR
18:10 STUDIO 18:20 NFT1

WED 29 APR
20:30 NFT3

Although uncredited, Eastwood directed
much of Tightrope, in which he stars as
Wes Block, a New Orleans cop on the
trail of a vicious murderer. He soon finds
himself caught between the sleazy
underworld he’s investigating and his
loving, family home – which leads him
into conflict as he walks the narrow line
between the two worlds, and is forced to
re-evaluate his attitude towards women.

TUE 31 MAR
20:20 NFT3

FRI 10 APR
18:00 NFT2

CLINT EASTWOOD

Unforgiven

Escape from Alcatraz

THU 16 APR
20:50 NFT2
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CLINT EASTWOOD

White Hunter, Black Heart

The Mule

USA 1990. Dir Clint Eastwood.
With Clint Eastwood, Jeff Fahey,
Alun Armstrong, Charlotte Cornwell.
112min. 35mm PG

USA 2018. Dir Clint Eastwood.
With Clint Eastwood, Bradley Cooper,
Laurence Fishburne, Michael Peña.
116min. Digital. 15

Eastwood plays John Wilson, a worldrenowned director who travels to Africa to
make a new film, but his desire to shoot
elephants and other animals seems to
outweigh his desire to shoot a movie,
which puts his crew in a difficult situation.
Loosely based on John Huston’s
experience of making The African Queen,
White Hunter, Black Heart reveals as
much about Eastwood as it appears
to about Huston.

Earl Stone (Eastwood) is a 90-year-old
veteran of the Korean War who finds
himself on the wrong side of the law,
acting as a drugs mule for a Mexican cartel.
What starts off as a short-term way
of earning some ‘fast bucks’ to buy
back his house soon develops into
a temptingly lucrative business, and
Stone risks drawing the wrath of his
ruthless employers.

Also available on

FRI 10 APR
20:35 NFT2

34

MON 27 APR
18:10 NFT2

book online at bfi.org.uk

Gran Torino
USA-Germany 2008. Dir Clint Eastwood. With Clint Eastwood, Bee Vang, Ahney Her,
Christopher Carley. 116min. Digital. 15

A curmudgeonly, recently widowed war
veteran finds himself involved with a
violent Detroit gang after befriending a
neighbouring family. While the spirit of
some of Eastwood’s iconic anti-hero roles
can be detected throughout the film,
its message of never being too old to
learn new ways also resonates.

MON 13 APR TUE 28 APR
17:30 NFT3
20:40 NFT3

With a cast made up largely of Hmong
Americans, and Eastwood impressing as
a 78-year-old action hero, Gran Torino
has moral substance lurking beneath its
gun-toting veneer.
Also available on

THU 2 APR
TUE 21 APR
18:20 STUDIO 20:40 NFT3

WED 29 APR
18:15 NFT2

HHHH
INDEPENDENT

BIG SCREEN CLASSICS

The timeless films we urge you
to see (for just £8), programmed
by theme

THE TIMELESS BEAUTY
OF BLACK-AND-WHITE
Recently a number of
filmmakers have turned
to black-and-white
to tell stories, create
mood and enhance
meaning. Monochrome
cinematography never
vanished entirely, of course,
but such exceptions to
the modern norm are
reminders that black-andwhite might be a question
of art, not of saving money.
This month and next, our
daily screenings of classics
celebrate monochrome
miracles of various kinds.

Citizen Kane
USA 1941. Dir Orson Welles. With Orson
Welles, Joseph Cotten, Dorothy Comingore,
Everett Sloane. 119min. 35mm U

One of the many wonders of Welles’
magisterial exploration of the life and
times of a media tycoon is Gregg Toland’s
innovative, versatile camerawork: evoking
the scale of a bustling newspaper office
or a vast echoing mansion with mirrors,
shadows and strange angles; recreating
the look of old newsreel; suggesting the
world may be the product of a dying
man’s reminiscence.

Persona
Sweden 1966. Dir Ingmar Bergman. With Liv Ullmann, Bibi Andersson, Gunnar Björnstrand.
84min. Digital. EST. 15

Bergman’s modernist masterpiece
about the fraught, symbiotic relationship
between an actress traumatised into
silence and the chatty nurse tending
to her on a remote island sees
cinematographer Sven Nykvist focus
primarily on the fascinating topography
of the human face.

Vivid yet mysterious, this story of the
relationship between life and art alternates
between a nightmarish clarity and the
diffuse aura of daydreams.

GEOFF ANDREW,
PROGRAMMER-AT-LARGE
Tickets for these screenings are only £8

MON 30 MAR
18:00 NFT1

TUE 7 APR
20:40 NFT1

book online at bfi.org.uk

MON 13 APR
14:30 NFT1

WED 1 APR
21:00 NFT1

SAT 4 APR
16:00 NFT3

THU 9 APR
14:30 NFT3

SUN 26 APR
20:30 NFT3

The Tango Lesson + intro
by So Mayer, author of
The Cinema of Sally Potter*
UK-France-Argentina-Germany-NetherlandsUSA 1997. Dir Sally Potter. With Sally Potter,
Pablo Verón, Gustavo Naveira. 102min.
35mm PG

Italy-France 1962. Dir Michelangelo Antonioni.
With Monica Vitti, Alain Delon, Francisco
Rabal. 126min. Digital. EST. PG

Following L’avventura and La notte,
this cool, subtly stylised account of
a young woman (Vitti) ending one
affair and embarking, tentatively,
on another completed Antonioni’s
loose trilogy of films about faltering
relationships troubled by the
alienating distractions of modern life.
Gianni Di Venanzo’s meticulously lit
and framed compositions speak
volumes about ennui, misdirected
energies and the seemingly
insurmountable communication
barrier between individuals.

The Last Picture Show
(director’s cut)
USA 1971. Dir Peter Bogdanovich. With
Timothy Bottoms, Jeff Bridges, Cybill
Shepherd, Ben Johnson. 126min. Digital. 15

A small Texan town in the early 1950s;
besides graduation, a group of friends
face the usual adolescent problems of
parents, confusing sexual intrigue and the
limitations of life in the sticks.
Bogdanovich’s lovely adaptation of Larry
McMurtry’s novel boasts terrific
performances and a sure sense of period
and place; veteran cinematographer
Robert Surtees effortlessly evokes –
without false sentimentality or glamour –
a vanished era.

The Gospel According to Matthew
Il Vangelo secondo Matteo + intro
by academic Catherine Wheatley,
King’s College London*
Italy-France 1964. Dir Pier Paolo Pasolini.
With Enrique Irazoqui, Margherita Caruso,
Susanna Pasolini. 137min. Digital. EST. PG

Unsurprisingly but persuasively, the
Marxist Pasolini’s take on the life of Christ
depicts him as a determinedly political
animal, fueled by anger at social injustice.
The film’s beauty – like, perhaps, its
plausibility – lies in its very simplicity; the
monochrome camerawork, the use of
non-professional actors and the harsh
landscapes of Southern Italy make for a
stark ‘realism’ very different from most
earlier movies based on the Bible.

WED 1 APR
18:00 NFT2*
TUE 31 MAR
20:35 NFT2

WED 8 APR
17:50 NFT3*

MON 30 MAR TUE 31 MAR WED 15 APR
20:30 NFT1
18:10 STUDIO 18:15 NFT3

THU 2 APR
20:30 NFT2

SUN 12 APR
19:50 NFT3

THU 30 APR
14:30 STUDIO

FRI 10 APR
14:20 NFT1

BIG SCREEN CLASSICS

A filmmaker (Potter) suffering a creative
block is revitalised when she discovers
the magic of tango – both music and
dance – but complications ensue.
As a study of male-female relationships,
Potter’s film is characteristically astute,
and thanks to her strong sense of music,
movement, mood and rhythm, it’s also
a terrific dance movie, elegantly shot
(mostly in monochrome) by the late
Robby Müller.

L’eclisse The Eclipse

WED 22 APR
14:30 NFT2

SAT 25 APR
17:50 STUDIO
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Steamboat Bill, Jr. + intro by Geoff
Andrew, Programmer-at-large*

BIG SCREEN CLASSICS

USA 1928. Dirs Charles Reisner, Buster Keaton.
With Buster Keaton, Ernest Torrence, Marion
Byron. 75min. Digital 4K. U. With Carl
Davis score

Raging Bull
USA 1980. Dir Martin Scorsese. With Robert De Niro, Cathy Moriarty, Joe Pesci, Frank Vincent.
129min. Digital. 18

One of Scorsese’s greatest films,
this visceral, unsentimental portrait of
middleweight boxing champion Jake
La Motta (De Niro at his best) offers a
corrosive study of male pride, violence,
insecurity and inarticulacy.

Save for some brief home-movie-style
footage, Michael Chapman shoots
in black and white to heighten both
the brutality of the fights and the
‘ordinariness’ of the domestic scenes.

Keaton was famously a stickler for
authenticity, and here his evocation of life
in a lazy Southern riverside town – which
he likewise famously destroyed in the
film’s climactic cyclone sequence –
is beautifully achieved through superb
sets and costumes and by means of
imaginative, sometimes memorably
lyrical compositions. The protagonist’s
relationship with his gruff father makes
for a fascinating critique of traditional
ideals of ‘masculinity’.
Also available on
**Relaxed screening, see p50 for details

SUN 5 APR
12:00 NFT3**
TUE 31 MAR
20:30 NFT1
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WED 1 APR
SAT 11 APR
20:35 STUDIO 20:35 NFT1

book online at bfi.org.uk

THU 23 APR
20:30 STUDIO

TUE 28 APR
14:30 NFT2

WED 15 APR TUE 21 APR
18:20 NFT1*
20:50 NFT2

The Night of the Hunter
USA 1955. Dir Charles Laughton. With Robert
Mitchum, Lillian Gish, Shelley Winters. 92min.
Digital. 12A

Charles Laughton’s adaptation of
Davis Grubb’s novel – about a rogue
preacher (an astonishing Mitchum)
hunting down two children who know
the whereabouts of a fortune he wants –
is surprisingly and very successfully
faithful to the book’s distinctive
child’s-eye-view of life down by the Ohio
River during the Depression. The great
Stanley Cortez created the unforgettable
images, a blend of American pastoral,
expressionism and the almost surreal.
TUE 31 MAR
14:30 NFT3

FRI 3 APR
18:00 NFT1

TUE 14 APR
20:55 NFT1

UK 1961. Dir Jack Clayton. With Deborah Kerr, Martin Stephens, Pamela Franklin, Megs Jenkins.
100min. Digital 4K. 12A

In this marvelously atmospheric, intelligent
adaptation of Henry James’ The Turn
of the Screw, Kerr is well cast as the
prim Victorian governess increasingly
concerned that the siblings in her charge
have somehow been contaminated by
household servants, now dead.

Leaving the question of what’s
actually wrong to the viewer, the film
deploys Freddie Francis’ haunting
camerawork to create both suspense
and subtle ambiguities.

Eraserhead + intro by
Richard Martin, author of
The Architecture of David Lynch*

Germany-Austria-France-Italy-Canada 2009.
Dir Michael Haneke. With Christian Friedel,
Burghart Klaussner, Susanne Lothar,
Josef Bierbichler. 144min. Digital. EST. 15

USA 1977. Dir David Lynch. With Jack Nance,
Charlotte Stewart, Allen Joseph. 89min.
Digital 4K (restoration). 15

A quiet village, northern Germany: one
day in 1913 the orderly regime is disrupted
by the first of several disconcerting
events. Who might be responsible?
Haneke’s Palme d’or-winning portrait of
provincial life prior to WWI – particularly
relationships between parents and
children – was partly inspired by
August Sander’s photographs, partly
by Sven Nykvist’s films for Bergman.
Christian Berger’s images are accordingly
elegant, evocative and exact.
Also available on

MON 30 MAR
20:45 STUDIO

SAT 4 APR
20:45 NFT3

THU 16 APR FRI 24 APR
14:30 STUDIO 18:15 STUDIO

SUN 5 APR
19:40 NFT1

WED 22 APR MON 27 APR
17:50 NFT3*
14:30 STUDIO

David Lynch’s first feature is a darkly
comic, nightmarish fable about the perils
of parenthood, sexual desire and urban
existence: Henry (Nance), already
besieged by shadows and sordid
industrial detritus, unexpectedly finds
himself father to an all-consuming
monster... With its eloquent, unsettling
use of sound and imagery (the film also
launched cinematographer Frederick
Elmes’ illustrious career), Eraserhead
announced the arrival of a highly
idiosyncratic artist.
Restoration in 4K by Criterion Collection
from the 35mm original camera negative
and supervised by David Lynch

MON 6 APR
20:50 NFT1

BIG SCREEN CLASSICS

The Innocents

The White Ribbon Das weiße Band
+ intro by Geoff Andrew,
Programmer-at-large*

MON 20 APR WED 29 APR
21:00 NFT1
18:30 NFT1*
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EFA YAA Winner 2019: Girl Fight (Johan Timmers)

SPECIAL FILMS & EVENTS

Dates for your cultural diary,
from DVD/Blu-ray launches
to weekenders, film summits
and festivals

The European Film Awards’ Youth Audience Award 2020

‘ENJOY A
SELECTION OF
FILMS CURATED
BY ANOUSHKA
SHANKAR’
TIM STEVENS,
HEAD OF BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT AND
PRODUCTION
Focus on: Ravi Shankar (p41)

Aged 12-14 and love film? Join us as a
youth juror for one amazing day when
youth juries in more than 50 cities around
the world watch the same three new
European feature films and decide their
winner. Find out more and apply at
education@bfi.org.uk by Mon 20 April.

SUN 26 APR
09:00-18:00 STUDIO

book online at bfi.org.uk

Successful applicants will be notified
Tue 21 April and the screening of
the winning film will take place on
Sun 26 April (25 places only, free
to attend).
For more info please visit
https://yaa.europeanfilmawards.eu
See p48 for BFI Labs

Screen Epiphany: Craig Roberts
introduces Punch-Drunk Love
USA 2002. Dir Paul Thomas Anderson. With
Adam Sandler, Emily Watson, Philip Seymour
Hoffman. 95min. 35mm 15

Actor-writer-director Craig Roberts
introduces PT Anderson’s romantic
comedy-drama, which follows a
businessman (Sandler) with social anxiety
who has to deal with a new relationship,
his obsession with collecting frequentflyer miles from a pudding promotion,
and the heavies sent by a phone-sex line.
The comedy is dark, and Sandler notches
up a career best as an increasingly
desperate man who finds his life spiralling
out of control.

THU 23 APR
18:20 NFT1

FOCUS ON: RAVI SHANKAR

To mark the centenary of the birth year of musician Ravi Shankar, his daughter Anoushka Shankar
has curated a selection of films that explore the master of Indian raga

DOC

UK 1966. Dir Jonathan Miller. With
Anne-Marie Mallik, Peter Cook, Peter Sellers,
John Gielgud. 72min. Digital. PG

First broadcast in 1966, this TV film
was firmly aimed at adult audiences,
and is a marked departure from most
adaptations of Lewis Carroll’s classic novel.
Featuring Peter Sellers, Peter Cook, an
unknown Alice (Mallik) and a wonderfully
incongruous sitar-heavy score by Ravi
Shankar, the film delivers an appropriately
eccentric audio-visual adventure.

TUE 31 MAR
18:30 NFT2

Pather Panchali

USA 1968. Dir DA Pennebaker. 78min. Digital

India 1955. Dir Satyajit Ray. With Kanu
Bannerjee, Karuna Bannerjee, Subir Banerjee.
125min. Digital. Bengali with EST. U

In a music festival documentary filled with
legendary artists such as The Who and
Jimi Hendrix, it’s Ravi Shankar who steals
the show. Accompanied on tabla by
Usted Alla Rakha, and assisted on
tanpura by Kamala Chakravarty, Shankar
gives a standout performance that offers
a snapshot in time, when Indian music
was gaining huge momentum and
popularity in the US and the wider
western world. The audience response
is still a wonder to behold!

WED 1 APR
20:55 NFT2

THU 16 APR
18:30 NFT3

DOC
Raga: A Film Journey Into the
Soul of India
USA 1971. Dir Howard Worth. 97min. Digital

Made during the late 1960s, when Ravi
Shankar’s fame was at its peak, this
documentary takes a joyous look at
his life and influences. The film, produced
by Shankar, explores the incredible
influence of his music, and offers an
intimate portrait of a highly spiritual
musician who cared deeply for the
future of his cultural heritage.

THU 9 APR
20:50 NFT2

Satyajit Ray was inspired by Italian
neo-realist films such as Bicycle Thieves
to make his own low-budget, open-air
drama painting a naturalistic portrait of
ordinary lives. Ravi Shankar’s tumultuous
sitar underpins this, the first part of the
‘Apu Trilogy’, an adaptation of the novel
by Bibhutibhushan Bandyopadhyay,
about a young boy growing up in
an impoverished rural community.
Shankar created the entire music for
the film in one long overnight session!

FRI 10 APR
17:50 NFT1

SPECIAL FILMS & EVENTS

Alice in Wonderland

Monterey Pop

SUN 26 APR
15:10 NFT1
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SONIC CINEMA

Music-inspired films and events, a feast for the ears and the eyes

REGULAR PROGRAMME

We have something for
everyone – whether you’re
into silent treasures, horror
cinema, experimental works
or want to bring the kids
to a Funday preview…
See p5 for an African Odysseys
UK premiere

Alessandro Cortini presents
Volume Massimo
TRT 60min

As part of re–textured Festival 2020, we’re
thrilled to present this live audio-visual
show from Italian composer Alessandro
Cortini (Nine Inch Nails), who presents
his new solo album, ‘Volume Massimo’.
At this special show, Cortini will push the
boundaries of contemporary electronic
music and cast you into a vortex of
emotive dynamics. Booking essential.

‘EXPLORING
CREATIVITY, AND
OFFERING WIDER
ACCESS FOR
NEURO-DIVERSE
AUDIENCES’
MAGGI HURT,
ADVANCE PROGRAMME
CO-ORDINATOR
Autism Awareness Week (p43)

Tickets £20. Tickets went on sale on 11 Feb
to Members, and 12 Feb to the public

THU 2 APR
19:00 NFT1

book online at bfi.org.uk

BFI Blu-ray/DVD Launch: It Couldn’t Happen Here + Q&A with Neil Tennant,
director Jack Bond and choreographer Arlene Phillips
UK 1987. Dir Jack Bond. With Neil Tennant, Chris Lowe, Joss Ackland, Barbara Windsor. 86min.
Digital 4K. 15

The first feature-length film starring the
Pet Shop Boys finds Neil Tennant and
Chris Lowe on an extraordinary adventure
from the coast to London, encountering
a curious array of eccentric characters
along the way. It’s pop surrealism-meets-

FRI 3 APR
20:10 NFT1

road movie, and the film is peppered
with hits from the duo’s first two albums,
including ‘West End Girls’ and ‘Always
On My Mind.’
Newly remastered by the BFI from a 4K scan,
It Couldn’t Happen Here will be released on
Blu-ray and DVD on Mon 15 June

RELAXED SCREENINGS

EXPERIMENTA

A Fistful of Dollars

Artist film and alternative moving-image culture; works that break with convention

Marking World Autism Awareness Week
(30 Mar-5 Apr) we are pleased to expand
our offer of relaxed screenings during
April. Over the last year we have been
working with audiences, NAS, Carousel
and Dimensions to improve the BFI
Southbank experience and film choice for
people in the neuro-diverse community
who visit us.
Relaxed screenings are presented each
month for those in the neuro-diverse
community and their carers and assistants.
More details can be found at
bfi.org.uk/relaxed

We have three Relaxed screenings for
neuro-diverse audiences this month:

Clint Eastwood season
A Fistful of Dollars
Mon 30 Mar 18:15 Studio (see p32)
Adult tickets: £3

Families
Steamboat Bill, Jr. (Buster Keaton)
Sun 5 Apr 12:00 NFT3 (see p50)
Families’ tickets: adults £3, children £1

Illuminating the Wilderness + discussion with artists and makers from
Project Art Works
UK 2018. Dirs Kate Adams, Tim Corrigan. TRT 90min (including discussion). Digital

Illuminating the Wilderness offers a
window onto the experiences of a group
of neuro-diverse artists, filmmakers,
families and carers as they explore
Glen Affric in the Scottish Highlands.
Artists Ben Rivers and Margaret Salmon
join the journey, which charts the
pleasures and challenges of
neuro-diverse responses to the
landscape, with humour and tenderness.

Our post-screening discussion will
consider perceptions of ‘wilderness’,
experimental form and cultural inclusion.
Screening with short films from Project
Art Works
All are welcome to this relaxed screening

REGULAR PROGRAMME

World Autism Awareness Week

Experimenta
Illuminating the Wilderness
Tue 21 Apr 18:20 NFT3 (see adjacent)
Adult tickets: £3

TUE 21 APR
18:20 NFT3
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TERROR VISION

REGULAR PROGRAMME

The darker side of cinema; films that will horrify and astound

Films to Be Buried With
Join comedian-actor-writer-plumber Brett
Goldstein, creator of the hit podcast Films
to Be Buried With, as he takes his
celebrity guest through their ideal death
and over to the other side... His guest will
discuss their life through the films that
meant the most to them: the first film they
saw; the films that made them cry; the
films that scared them and many more.

THU 23 APR
20:45 NFT1
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Hardware

TRT 80min

book online at bfi.org.uk

You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, you’ll want to shout
out your own answers. Come and join the
cinematic fun for the ultimate chat about
life, death and movies.
Tickets £15, concs £12 (Members pay £2 less)

UK-USA 1990. Dir Richard Stanley. With Dylan McDermott, Stacey Travis, Iggy Pop, Carl McCoy.
94min. Digital. 18

In a post-apocalyptic future, an ex-marine
brings home a discarded robot head for
his sculptor girlfriend. But unbeknownst to
the pair this is no scrap metal, but part of
the M.A.R.K. 13, a ferocious combat droid
programmed to kill.

THU 30 APR
20:40 NFT3

Like the rebellious punk sibling of
The Terminator, Richard Stanley’s
nightmarish industrial shocker is a feat
of low-budget storytelling, and remains
one of horror cinema’s greatest debuts.

TATE MODERN
13 FEB – 11 M AY 2020

SOU THWARK u
FREE FOR TATE MEMBER S
Supported by the Steve Mc Queen Exhibition Supporters
Circle, Tate International Council and Tate Patrons
Steve Mc Queen Illuminer 2001 Courtesy the artist, Thomas Dane Gallery,
London and Marian Goodman Gallery, New York © Steve Mc Queen

SILENT CINEMA

PROJECTING THE ARCHIVE

Kinoteka Film Festival Closing Night Gala: Forbidden Paradise
with live score by Marcin Pukaluk

The Blue Lagoon + intro by BFI Curator Josephine Botting

REGULAR PROGRAMME

Enjoy the best international restorations, often with a live musical accompaniment

USA 1924. Dir Ernst Lubitsch. With Pola Negri, Rod La Rocque, Adolphe Menjou, Pauline Starke.
76min. Digital. PG

The great Polish star Pola Negri plays a
notional Catherine the Great, floating
around in an ahistorical limbo and a huge
palace, all doors and floors – which, as
MoMA’s Dave Kehr remarks, are ‘the
eternal elements of Lubitsch’s mise-enscène’. As a relief from the demands of
state, the Empress amuses herself by
seducing a handsome underling (La
Rocque), while her Chamberlain (Menjou)

SUN 5 APR
14:30 NFT1
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book online at bfi.org.uk

keeps an eye on proceedings. This
delightful melodrama is now available to
enjoy in its most complete version in
almost 100 years.
New digital restoration by The Museum of
Modern Art and The Film Foundation, with
funding provided by the George Lucas
Family Foundation

A rare chance to see rediscovered British features from the BFI
National Archive. In honour of Dr Clifford Shaw

UK 1949. Dir Frank Launder. With Jean Simmons, Donald Houston, Noel Purcell, James Hayter.
101min. 35mm PG

Ever dreamed of escaping the rat race to
live on a desert island with palm-fringed
beaches and azure water? The notion,
presented in this Technicolor vision of
young love in idyllic surroundings, must
have had particular resonance for British
audiences during the gloomy postwar
years of austerity and rationing.

Part of Kinoteka 2020 kinoteka.org.uk

TUE 28 APR
18:30 NFT1

Two shipwrecked children, a boy from
‘below deck’ and a genteel girl, yearn
for civilisation but their brushes with
grown-ups reveal only vice and greed.
Frank Launder brings a light touch to the
tale, and Jean Simmons plays Emmeline
with naturalness, but the film is stolen by
the adult interlopers to paradise, especially
Cyril Cusack as a lecherous crook.

BFI DVD & BLU-RAY
New releases available to order now

ORDER FROM
BFI MEMBERS ENJOY 15% OFF

SENIORS

Free matinees and talks for the over-60s

NETWORK
NIGHTS

REGULAR PROGRAMME

FREE
Seniors’ Free Matinee: It Always Rains on Sunday + intro

BFI NETWORK Nights

UK 1947. Dir Robert Hamer. With Googie Withers, Jack Warner, John McCallum, Susan Shaw.
92min. Digital. PG

TRT c.90min

Set in London’s East End, this atmospheric
slice of realism is adapted from a novel by
Arthur La Bern and follows the desperate
plight of Rose, a married woman whose
former lover returns but is now on the run
and looking for help.

MON 20 APR
14:00 NFT1
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book online at bfi.org.uk

Robert Hamer, one of the great British
directors, excels with this convincing
portrayal of East End life and a woman
divided between loyalty and passion.
Also available on
Free for over-60s (booking by phone or in
person only), otherwise normal matinee price
See p14 for a seniors’ matinee of The Outlaw
Josey Wales + intro

Join the BFI NETWORK team for a
programme of short films they’re loving
right now, topped off with some filmmaker
discussion and industry networking.
Whether you’re a filmmaker looking for
inspiration, an agent looking for the
hottest new talent or a fan of short film,
this programme will reveal the most
exciting talent working in the UK right
now and introduce you to some of
the faces behind the camera.

THU 9 APR
18:20 NFT3

BFI NETWORK exists to support,
develop and champion new filmmakers
looking to kick-start their career.
network.bfi.org.uk.
Tickets £8, £3 tickets in advance for 25-andunder. The screening is followed by a drinks
reception in the BLUE ROOM, open to all
ticket holders

BFI LABS

Focussed on helping the next generation of independent filmmakers find their voice
LITTLE
WOMEN

£3

BFI Labs Presents: So You Wanna Make a Film?
You have an amazing idea for a film and
you’re ready to take it from script to
screen, but where do you start? In the
first of our new series of BFI Labs, held
on the first Saturday of each month,
our panel of industry experts will explore
what you need to look for in your core
filmmaking team and what to think about
first to make your project a success.
This will be followed by an in-depth story
development masterclass.

Free networking drinks are included in the
ticket price, where you can meet potential
collaborators and access drop-in script,
cast and crew surgeries with Mandy.com
and Backstage.

CINEMA
TICKETS

Tickets £6 or bring a friend for £10

Discover your new film obsession
SAT 4 APR
12:30 NFT3

SIGN UP FOR FREE
B F I .O R G .U K /25-A N D - U N D E R

Ideal screenings for ages 4-12, plus look out for the family badges
throughout the Guide
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FUNDAY PREV
IEW:
THE SECRET
GARDEN

UK-France 20
20. Dir Marc Mu
nden. With
Dixie Egerick
x, Colin Fir th,
Julie
Edan Hayhurs
t. 99min. Digita Walters,
l. Suitable for
ages 8+. Court
esy of STUDIO
CANAL
Mar y

Lennox, an or
phaned girl, lea
India during th
ves
e Partition of 19
47 and is
sent to live with
her estranged
uncle on
an isolated es
tate in Yorkshir
e. While she
adjusts to her
new environm
ent and
learns to fend
for herself, she
becomes
aware that ther
e are a numbe
r of secrets
at play, not lea
st the existence
of a
magical garden
, locked away
out
of sight...
Audio descrip
tion available
Tickets £12.5
0, concs £10.2
0
(Members pa
y £2 less) Unde
r 16s £4
MON 13 APR
12:00 NFT1

FUNDAY WO
RKSHOP:
THE SECRET
GARDEN

Come along to
the BFI foyer for
floralthemed animate
d activities, ar
ts and crafts
and prizes for
your best crea
tions! It’s no
secret: ever y m
onth we offer
families the
chance to let the
ir imaginations
run wild,
before our Fam
ily Funday scre
ening.
This is a

drop-in works
hop, free to tic
of The Secret
ket holders
Garden
MON 13 APR
10:30 FOYER

SUPERHERO FILMMAKING
An incredible three-day filmmaking
workshop where 8 to 11-year-olds will
learn how green screen and computers
are used to make Superman fly and
Spiderman climb walls. Children will work
together to make their own spectacular
superhero adventure films, involving
colourful costumes, movie make-up
and special effects.

YOUNG FILM
M
DOCUMENTA AKERS’ CLUB:
RY FILMMA
KING
This half term
, yo

ung filmmaker
12 to 15 will lea
s aged
rn different ty
pes of
documentary
styles and int
er
view
techniques ac
ross five Satu
rday
afternoons of
hands-on film
making.
This is a perfe
ct opportunit
y for young
people to wo
rk together m
aking films
about the iss
ues they care
about most.
£90 for

£100 per child
Children need to bring a packed lunch
TUE 7 APR-THU 9 APR
10:30-16:00

ARRIETTY
KARI-GURASHI NO ARIETTI
Japan 2010. Dir Hiromasa Yonebayashi.
94min. Digital. EST (with reading of subtitles
for younger children). PG

Young Arrietty and her parents are tiny
people who live beneath the floorboards
of a house where a boy named Shoˉ is
staying for the summer. Their accidental
meeting brings about a series of events
that threatens Arrietty’s whole world, and
the situation is made worse when a
meddling maid decides to hunt the family
down using a pest control expert.
Mary Norton’s The Borrowers is given
an enjoyable Studio Ghibli twist.

five worksho
ps

CLUB:
MINI FILMMAKERS’
TION
IMA
AN
ION
STOP-MOT

EVERY SAT
FROM 25 AP
R-23 MAY
14:00-16:30

ding mini
This half term, your bud
years, will be
11
to
8
d
age
ers,
mak
film
niques of
tech
rent
diffe
n
lear
to
able
spend five
and
n
atio
anim
tion
stop-mo
working
gs
rnin
mo
ay
urd
magical Sat
e superhero
together in teams to mak
rt films.
and fairy tale-themed sho
£85 for five workshops

EVERY SAT FROM 25
10:30-12:30

APR-23 MAY

SUN 26 APR
13:00 NFT1
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SUBSCRIPTION

Unlimited access to hundreds of subscription-only titles

Enjoy hundreds of landmark films for one
price. A free trial, then just £4.99 a month.
Cancel at any time.

WHAT TO WATCH

See films from Bergman, Fassbinder,
Herzog, Kurosawa, Godard and many
other legends.

Jean-Luc Godard captures The Rolling
Stones at work, and the 1960s
in tumult.

Access exclusive video reviews from
Mark Kermode – the UK’s best-known
film critic – and collections chosen by our
expert curators.

The greatest global cinema on demand.
Discover films on desktop, laptop, tablet, mobile
and selected Samsung TVs.
Distinct cinema, three different ways:
• Subscription: classics from across
the decades

Start your free trial today
Sorry We Missed You

BFI PLAYER

Weekend

See something different

Sympathy for the Devil (1968)

Crimes of Passion (1984)
Sex work, wigs and Rick Wakeman are
the keywords of Ken Russell’s movie,
a crazed and wayward thing.

Black Orpheus (1959)
The myth of Orpheus and Eurydice
moves to Brazil, gaining flavour and a
Palme d’Or.

Weekend (2011)
Andrew Haigh (a former BFI Southbank
usher) charts a one-night stand that
becomes something much more.

• R
 entals: latest titles, including
cinema releases
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• Free: your stories, from our archives

Start your free trial today, then just £4.99 per month

RENTALS

LATEST FILMS

Mark Jenkin shot Bait on a 16mm Bolex and processed the film
The Day Shall Come
2040 (from 9 Mar)
himself, before dubbing the sound in post. A jagged, otherworldly
Accidental anarchists and FBI puppetry
In a visual essay to his child, Damon
drama emerges, following a Cornish fisherman (Edward Rowe)
drive Chris Morris’ dark new comedy,
Gameau proposes a smart, positive future
starring Anna Kendrick and
for management of the planet.
bristling against the prosecco-and-pasta invaders of his small
Marchánt Davis.
village: ‘There’s one of them over there who’s so posh, I thought
The Street (from 23 Mar)
he was speaking German,’ says a local. Themes of economic
Sorry We Missed You (from 9 Mar)
Chronicling the huge commercial and
struggle and class division have obvious resonance, but this is
The gig economy gets scrutinised by the
cultural changes of gentrification, as told
no agitprop gimmick. Its characters convince, while its images
masterly Ken Loach in this story of a
by the people of one East End street.
delivery driver’s struggle to survive.
thrill – from swirling, untamed seas to a lobster-pot showdown
in the vein of John Ford. Stylised and feverish, it’s a small miracle
Bait was ever made, discovered or shared; a tiny treasure that
bubbled up above the mainstream and was showered with awards,
BFI Members get 15% off all rentals, simply enter your membership number
including a BAFTA for Outstanding Debut.
when creating a BFI Player account
@BFI

BFI PLAYER

WHY YOU MUST SEE: BAIT

The Street

The Day Shall Come

More than 1000 contemporary and popular films from just £2.50
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THE BFI REUBEN LIBRARY

FREE
Collections Focus: Clint Eastwood
‘Like his favourite characters, he
belongs to an endangered species,
the creator free to do what he pleases’

THE BFI REUBEN LIBRARY

Michael Henry Wilson

The BFI Reuben Library has the
largest collection of material about film,
television and the moving image in the
world. It’s a free resource and study
space with state-of-the-art scanning
facilities and an easy-to-use database
to point you in the right direction.
Open Tue – Sat 10:30 to 19:00
With thanks to our Principal Funder:
Reuben Foundation

This month we celebrate Clint Eastwood’s
impressive career with a specially curated
display of material from our vast collection.
From his early TV appearances to his
prolific film work as both actor and
director, there’s much to discover.
Go ahead – a visit to the library will
make your day.
See p30 for our Clint Eastwood season

TALK
New Writings: Afterimages:
On Cinema, Women and
Changing Time

New Writings: Coming Together:
The Cinematic Elaboration of
Gay Male Life, 1945-1979

TRT 90min

TRT 80min

In the latest of our series profiling
cutting-edge new work in film studies,
we welcome renowned theorist and
filmmaker Laura Mulvey for a discussion
on her latest book. Returning to questions
of film theory and feminism, Mulvey will
reflect on the theme of woman as
spectacle, explore films that adopt radical
cinematic strategies, and consider her
canonical essay ‘Visual Pleasure and
Narrative Cinema’.

In Coming Together, Ryan Powell
captures the social and political vitality
of the first wave of movies made by, for
and about male-desiring men in the USA
after the war. Making a rare UK visit, the
American professor will discuss, with
reference to Kenneth Anger, the Gay Girls
Riding Club and gay liberation-era
hardcore, how this generation defiantly
challenged legal and cultural norms.

book online at bfi.org.uk

Tickets £6.50

Tickets £6.50
See p24 for our Thirst season

MON 20 APR
18:30 BFI REUBEN LIBRARY
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TALK

MON 27 APR
18:30 BFI REUBEN LIBRARY

BFI MEDIATHEQUE

MEZZANINE GALLERY

Once We Were Four

Elsie and the Brown Bunny

Displays from the BFI Archive

A Personal Tour of Cinema
With Tilda Swinton

Rabbit

MARCH HARES & EASTER BUNNIES

For education group bookings please
call 020 7849 4481 for more information

The BFI National Archive restoration of
Alice in Wonderland (1903) – cinema’s first
trip down the rabbit hole – recently passed
2 million views on our YouTube channel.
As an Easter treat, this collection pays
homage to Lewis Carroll’s fantastical
creations the March Hare and the
White Rabbit, and their more benign
bunny brethren. Like Carroll’s work,
this collection has its darker moments.

Our less fortunate furry friends are
destined for Rabbit Pies (1934), and star
in a forgotten precursor to the survivalhorror genre, Once We Were Four (1942).
Meanwhile, seminal animated feature
Watership Down (1978) is on hand to
traumatise a new generation.

Iconic British performer – and passionate
cinephile – Tilda Swinton has curated this
special exhibition in collaboration with the
BFI. Drawing on posters, photography,
sketchbooks and more held in the BFI
National Archive’s Special Collections,
and items from Swinton’s personal
archive, this display take us on a journey
through Swinton’s convention-defying
career, including her many collaborations
with filmmakers such as Derek Jarman
and Sally Potter. It will also survey
Swinton’s influences and inspirations.
Image: Derek Jarman’s sketchbook for Caravaggio
(1986), showing Tilda Swinton’s rose, pressed
and immortalised. Credit: Keith Collins-BFI
National Archive

MEDIATHEQUE & MEZZANINE

Explore the digital collections of
the BFI National Archive in our
free Mediatheque. Whether you’re
just dropping in before a screening or
settling in for some serious research,
there’s a comfortable viewing space
and an exciting journey of discovery
waiting for you...
To find out more about our free
collections visit
bfi.org.uk/mediatheque

Open Tue – Sun 10:30 to 21:00

FREE

FROM FRI 28 FEB-SUN 26 APR
MEZZANINE GALLERY

@BFI
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BFI SHOP

OUR TOP
PICKS
BFI SHOP

BFI Members enjoy 15% off
all products in the BFI shop,
excluding gift membership
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The Good, the Great and
the Excellent
This month at the BFI Shop we’re feeling
lucky, punk. We’re celebrating all things
Clint Eastwood with a range of books,
including The Cinema of Clint Eastwood:
Chronicles of America by David Sterritt,
Dirty Harry’s America: Clint Eastwood,
Harry Callahan, and the Conservative
Backlash by Joe Street, and the beautifully
illustrated Clint Eastwood Icon: The Ultimate
Film Art Collection produced by Dave
Frangioni and Tom Schatz. And for
a few dollars more, pick up the fabulous
40-film collection: ideal for a very long
weekend on the sofa.
See p30 for our Clint Eastwood season

buy online at bfi.org.uk/shop

BFI IMAX

Britain’s biggest screen

BFI IMAX

No Time to Die
UK-USA 2020. Dir Cary Joji Fukunaga. With Daniel Craig, Ana de Armas, Léa Seydoux,
Rami Malek, Ralph Fiennes. RT and cert TBC

No Time to Die is the explosive 25th
instalment in the James Bond film
franchise. It features Daniel Craig in his
fifth outing as MI6 agent James Bond,
and a screenplay co-written by Phoebe
Waller-Bridge (Killing Eve, Fleabag).
Five years after the capture of Blofeld

(Christoph Waltz), James Bond has left
active service, but a friend and a CIA
officer enlists his help in the search for
a missing scientist. When it becomes
apparent that the scientist was abducted,
Bond must confront a danger the likes
of which the world has never seen.

OPENS THU 2 APR
BFI IMAX

BFI MEMBER TICKETS AT BFI IMAX
BFI Members enjoy £2 off up to four tickets booked in person on presentation
of a valid Membership card, or online with a promo code. Members can request
promo codes by emailing bfimembers@odeon.co.uk and quoting their
membership number

For tickets go to odeon.co.uk/bfiimax or book in person from 30min before the first screening of the day

@BFI
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SIGHT & SOUND

A unique insight into the very best of film culture

Subscribe now for a print or
digital subscription. Every print
subscription comes with a free
digital edition plus access to our
complete 85-year archive!
Visit bfi.org.uk/sightandsound/
subscribe

SIGHT & SOUND

Back issues are also available.
To order, call 020 8955 7070

Choose to pay by direct debit
and receive this BFI
Blu-ray for free
Terms and Conditions apply

BFI Members enjoy 15% off Sight & Sound annual
subscriptions. Find out more at bfi.org.uk/members
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order online at bfi.org.uk/sightandsound

VISIT THE RIVERFRONT

BALCONY BAR

With a great outdoor space and
amazing views of theThames.

Also available for private hire and events.
Contact us at riverfront@benugo.com

By arrangement with Film4 and Prominent Features Limited

LIVE

Wednesday 15 April, 7pm

Relive a piece of British cinema
history with live brass
band and orchestra
Featuring the
Grimethorpe Colliery Band
+ a pre-show Q&A
with cast and crew

Call: 020 7589 8212
royalalberthall.com

“MIRAMAX®” and the “MIRAMAX” Logo are the registered trademarks, trademarks and service marks of Miramax, LLC.

Royal Albert Hall presents

THANK YOU TO ALL BFI SUPPORTERS

Unbenannt-2 1

Official Time Partner

18.09.2012 15:57:20

Official Hotel Partner

Provider of English soft-titles for
screenings of unsubtitled prints

Silent Cinema Advisors:
Photoplay Productions Ltd
(Kevin Brownlow and
Patrick Stanbury)

Bates Wells
Bloomberg
Digital Cinema Media
Facebook

Heart of London Business Alliance
Hennessy
PCP Capital Partners
Shell

SPECIAL THANKS TO
The BFI Film Forever Club, BFI Patrons, Trusts and Foundations and
the many generous supporters of our year-round charitable activities.

PIANO ACCOMPANISTS

Altitude Film Entertainment (Hamish
Moseley, Síle Culley); Apple Corps Ltd
(Jonathan Clyde); Arrow Films (Cameron
Waaler); BBC (Sharon Maitland); BBC
Information & Archives; Beta Film (Claudia
Schwendele); BFI Distribution; BFI
Information & Documentation; BFI National
Archive; Channel Four (Shannon Ward);
Curzon Artificial Eye (Kyle Entwistle, Jamie
Mendonça); Deluxe Film services (Katerina
Barnby); DH Airfreight (Debbie Williams,
Julie Bond); Dogwoof (Marcel Karst);
Element Pictures; Elle Driver (Nicolas
Godeau-Esway); Entertainment One
(Ben Metcalf); Eureka Entertainment
(Steve Hills, Stephen Rae); Films Boutique
(Isabel Ivars, Ruta Švedkauskaite);
ITV Global International; Janus Films
(Brian Belovarac); Lionsgate (Matt Smith;
Rachael Koczan); LUX (Alice Lea, Charlotte
Procter, Matt Carter); MK2 (Ninah Nogino,
Gaëtan Trigot); Neon Rated (Chelsea
Shister); Park Circus Films (Jack Bell,
Gareth Tennant); Sony Pictures Releasing
(Paul Hoy, Gareth Bettridge);
STUDIOCANAL (Natalie Ralph, Adam
Cherrill); Thunderbird Releasing (Oliver
Boxell); Twentieth Century Fox (Tara
Barnett); Universal Pictures (Dave Jarmain;
Sarah Freeman, Brad Hirsch); Vertigo Films
(Michael Wailes); Verve Pictures (Colin
Burch); Walt Disney Studios Motion
Pictures, Inc (Tara Barnett, Tom C Bishop);
Warner Bros Entertainment UK (Neil
Marshall, David Good, Mick McKenna)

Unless otherwise stated, all silent films
will have live piano accompaniment
by one of the following: Jonny Best,
Neil Brand, Costas Fotopoulos,
Cyrus Gabrysch, Wendy Hiscocks,
Stephen Horne, Megan Morley,
John Sweeney, Andrew Youdell.

THANK YOU

CORPORATE MEMBERS

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The BFI is a charity registered in England and Wales no. 287780

@BFI
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After Life 22
Alessandro Cortini presents Volume
Massimo 42
Alice in Wonderland 41
Arrietty 51
Beyond Belief, Dynamo 20
BFI Labs Presents: So You Wanna Make
a Film? 49
BFI NETWORK Nights 48
BFI Quiz: Thirst! 29
Blue Lagoon, The 46
Booksmart 9
Bound 26
Citizen Kane 36
Clint Eastwood: Loner, Lover, Star (talk) 31
County Lines 12

INDEX

Design for Living 27
Diary of a Teenage Girl 25
Dirty Dancing 26
Dirty Harry 31
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Enforcer, The 31
Eraserhead 39
Escape from Alcatraz 33
European Film Awards’ Youth Audience
Award 2020, The 40
Films to Be Buried With 44
First Team, The 17
Fistful of Dollars, A 32
For a Few Dollars More 32
Forbidden Paradise 46
From the Archive: Prince 19
From the Archive: The Goodies at 50! 19

Giri/Haji 21
Good, the Bad and the Ugly, The 32
Gospel According to Matthew, The 37
Gran Torino 34

New Writings: Afterimages (talk) 54
New Writings: Coming Together (talk) 54
Night of the Hunter, The 38
No Time to Die 57

Hardware 44
Hollyoaks 25th Anniversary: How to Start a
Conversation in the Living Room 18
Hot Take, The: Is There Such a Thing as
Ethical Thirst? (talk) 25

Outlaw Josey Wales, The 14

Illuminating the Wilderness 43
In the Cut 28
Innocents, The 39
Instinct 28
It Always Rains on Sunday 48
It Couldn’t Happen Here 42
L’eclisse 37
Last Picture Show, The 37
Lateish Show with Mo Gilligan, The 19
Love Sarah 6
Magic Mike XXL 26
Magnum Force 31
Maidens in Uniform 27
Marighella 5
Mark Kermode Live in 3D at the BFI 8
Mash Report, The 19
Member Salon: County Lines 9
Mira Nair in Conversation 7
Misérables, Les 13
Monsoon Wedding 7
Monterey Pop 41
Mule, The 34

Talent Spotlight: Nicola Coughlan 18
Tango Lesson, The 37
This One’s for the Ladies 27
Tightrope 33
Turn Me On, Dammit! 29
Unforgiven 33
Us 22

Pale Rider 32
Pariah 29
Pather Panchali 41
Persona 36
Proxima 4
Quiz 5
Radio Times Hall of Fame, The: Mary
Berry 18
Radio Times Hall of Fame, The:
Russell T Davies 20
Raga: A Film Journey Into the Soul of India 41
Raging Bull 38
Recorder: The Marion Stokes Project 6
Remembering Dave Allen 21
Rocks 10

Way We Were, The 28
White Hunter, Black Heart 34
White Ribbon, The 39
Who Do You Think You Are? 23
World Autism Awareness Week 43
World on Fire 23
Year of the Sex Olympics, The 20

Saint Maud 8
Screen Epiphany: Craig Roberts introduces
Punch-Drunk Love 40
Season Introduction and Book Launch
(Thirst) 25
Secret Garden, The 50
Sound of TV, The 21
Steamboat Bill, Jr. 38, 50
Still Thirsty? A Conversation Series 25

IF YOU’D LIKE TO ADVERTISE

HOW ARE WE DOING?

PLEASE NOTE

The BFI Southbank Guide is mailed to a committed
membership base across the UK and on display
in venue. Contact Neil on 020 3432 2191 or
at neil@cabbell.co.uk for more info.

We are an inclusive venue and welcome all customers.
Please talk to us if we can help you, or email
customerfeedback@bfi.org.uk with any questions
regarding your visit.

At the time of going to print every effort was made to ensure
the information in this Guide was correct. However, we
reserve the right to make programme changes.
See bfi.org.uk for updates.

SMART, FLEXIBLE
SPACES
Screening and meeting rooms for hire

BFI Stephen Street has a range of catered options in the heart
of London’s West End, while BFI Southbank is a state-of-the-art
450 seat cinema venue ideal for larger events and conferences.
Get in touch:
bfi.org.uk/venuehire | 020 7957 4777 | stephenstreetevents@bfi.org.uk

Image: Brief Encounter

